SECTION 01 58 00
PROJECT SIGN

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. This section covers the requirements for providing the PROJECT sign(s).

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS

A. CONTRACTOR shall provide PROJECT sign(s) as shown in the figure on the following page depicting PROJECT SIGN “A” AND PROJECT SIGN “B”.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION

A. CONTRACTOR shall erect the PROJECT sign(s) within two (2) weeks from the date of NOTICE TO PROCEED and prior to the start of construction.

B. CONTRACTOR shall erect PROJECT sign(s) as shown on the DRAWINGS, or as directed by the ENGINEER, in a way that it can be readily seen and read by the public.

C. CONTRACTOR shall maintain the PROJECT sign(s) in good condition at all times, satisfactory to OWNER, during the period of performance of this CONTRACT; and upon completion of the WORK, or when directed, shall remove and dispose of the PROJECT sign(s) at CONTRACTOR’s expense.

D. CONTRACTOR shall not be required to relocate the PROJECT sign(s) during the duration of the PROJECT unless called for in the Special Project Procedures.
PROJECT SIGN "A"

LOGO TO BE SUPPLIED BY MHFD

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION WWW.MHFD.ORG

MHFD
MILE HIGH FLOOD DISTRICT

PROJECT NAME

PROJECT NO.

PROJECT COSTS $ PROJECT FUNDED BY: MILE HIGH FLOOD DISTRICT

ENGINEER
ENGINEER'S NAME ADDRESS

CONTRACTOR
CONTRACTOR'S NAME ADDRESS

SIGN TO BE ON 3/4" MARINE PLYWOOD AND HAVE A SKY BLUE BACKGROUND WITH BLACK LETTERING. EMBOLDENED LETTERS AND 3" HIGH, ALL OTHERS ARE 2" HIGH. POSTS SHALL BE 4" X 4" CEDAR WOOD. SIGN SHALL BE ATTACHED TO POSTS WITH (4)-1/2" X 3" LAG BOLTS.

PROJECT SIGN "B"

LOGO TO BE SUPPLIED BY MHFD AND SPONSOR

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION WWW.MHFD.ORG

MHFD
MILE HIGH FLOOD DISTRICT

PROJECT NAME

MHFD COST $ SPONSOR COST $

PROJECT COSTS $ PROJECT FUNDED BY: CO SPONSOR NAME

ENGINEER
ENGINEER'S NAME ADDRESS

CONTRACTOR
CONTRACTOR'S NAME ADDRESS

SIGN TO BE ON 3/4" MARINE PLYWOOD AND HAVE A SKY BLUE BACKGROUND WITH BLACK LETTERING. EMBOLDENED LETTERS AND 3" HIGH, ALL OTHERS ARE 2" HIGH. POSTS SHALL BE 4" X 4" CEDAR WOOD. SIGN SHALL BE ATTACHED TO POSTS WITH (4)-1/2" X 3" LAG BOLTS.
END OF SECTION